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BUTTERFLY 
This is a small shawl, which will wrap and 

stay quite well round the neck. 

It takes about 50g or so of 4 ply weight 

yarn, knit at T10 on the standard gauge 

machine, but could be knit looser on a 

mid-gauge or chunky machine, or knit 

with a finer yarn at the same tension, for 

a looser effect. 

Directions: 
Sides [knit 2, reversing shaping on the second side] 
Reserve a few metres of yarn for casting off. 

Cast on 2 sts at centre of bed.  RC000 

Row 1: Increase on left side [on second side make that the right side] by moving end stitch to adjacent empty needle, 

leaving the empty needle in work. [The increased edge on this row is the top edge of the complete shawl] 

Row 2: Increase on both sides by moving end stitches to adjacent needles and leaving empty needles in work. [The 

edge which has increases on this row only is the centre] 

Repeat to RC010 

No knit as Row 2, but also form eyelets across the row by transferring alternate stitches to adjacent needles. Leave 

empty needles in work. You could also mark the row ends, which makes joining up easier later. 

Repeat this pattern, forming eyelets every 10 rows, until you reach row 100. 

Border edge. 
Put every 6th needle in holding position, and set carriage to hold. 

Knit 4 rows, then cancel hold, and knit 1 row. 

Cast off loosely with a double thread [using one strand of the reserved yarn alongside the main yarn]. If you like, add 

a bead on every 6th stitch, beginning with one that is in the centre between two tucked ones. 

Centre 
Hang centre stitches [eyelet] from both sides on the centre 2 needles.RC000 

Row 1 Knit across. [On the first row of the piece only, increase on the left side on this row, instead of the row 2 

increase – this prevents you having two empty needles next to each other on row 3. 

Row 2 Increase at both sides by transferring stitches to adjacent needles, and hang the next eyelet from the centre 

of each side piece.   

Continue with these 2 rows, until row 100, making eyelet rows every 10th row as the side pieces, and matching your 

markers if you have used them. 

Border edge. 
As Side pieces. 

Finishing  
Wet block by soaking for 30 minutes before pinning out and drying thoroughly. Sew in ends. 


